
CASE STUDY

Visual Voice Mail App that 
Enables Users to Manage Voice 
Mails from Variety of OS/Platforms 
for Leading U.S Based 
Telecom Company



Orbic is a brand of products made by Reliance Communications, 

LLC. Reliance Communications has signed a partnership with 

Google to jointly develop affordable smartphones and 

smartwatches. Myra is a 5G Phone targeted for the Verizon 

wireless released in the U.S. market.

Visual Voice Mail (VVM) is a Verizon service that enables users to 

manage voice mails from the devices with a variety of OS/

platforms via an (email-like) intuitive user interface. The VVM 

system uses client-server architecture with the server 

implementation and interfaces to access the VVM services 

managed and implemented by Verizon Wireless, while the client 

component is developed by OEMs.

VVM service has been available to Verizon customers for several 

years. With the advancements in the Verizon network towards 

VoLTE and infrastructure changes, the VVM platform has also been 

upgraded to improve service quality, capacity, and scalability. 

Verizon's Visual Voicemail solution provides three Classes of 

Service (COS): Basic, Paid Premium, and Free Trial (FT) Premium. 

Premium and Free trail COS provides superior features for the 

customers.

As Orbic's Myra 5G phone is being shipped to Verizon this Visual 

Voicemail Client solution is mandated to be bundled along with 

the device Software.

The ApplicationThe Client



Description of the Solution

Android provided a basic voicemail solution starting from Android 6.0. However, this solution is generic and not fully Verizon compliant. In order 

to match Verizon's specifications, Visual Voicemail Client is developed over the current Android stack. 
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Model - Fixed Bid/T&M         Technologies used - Android, Java         Tools used - Android Studio, Azure

Winklix developed the solution which is a prebuilt (System) application that matches the defined feature set for the mentioned Class of Services.

These features are not limited to:



Solution in Detail

With Visual Voicemail, and user can see a list of messages similar to the Email application and choose which ones to listen to or delete.

The VVM3 client shall provide an inbox level options menu 

including the following common options for all VVM service 

subscribers:

Refresh (Inbox Sync)

Delete (single, multiple, or all)

Sort

Search

Mark as Heard (single, multiple, or all)

Archive (single, multiple, or all)

Go to Archive Folder

Settings (including sub-menu options: Notification Alert 

Setting and Change Greetings)

About (including client's version number)

Privacy Policy

The VVM3 client shall provide the following message level options 

for a Basic subscriber:

Play

Delete

Callback (except for DSNs and faxes)

Archive

Add to Contact

Mark Heard

Add Note

Add Flag

For various other use cases like Account activation, COS management Network APIs provided by Verizon are used.

Verizon Visual Voicemail solution uses IMAP4 protocol for the Voicemail Sync and follows TS.46 - Visual Voicemail Interface Specification. 

Android VVMClient is enhanced with the additional IMAP commands and tuned as per the Verizon specification.



About Winklix

www.winklix.com

Winklix is US based software development company known for providing customised solution worldwide.
As a application development and maintenance company with over 350+ software engineers having
industry specific knowledge which derives them in delivering
A-graded solutions to enterprises.

For more related Case Studies, visit https://www.winklix.com/resources/case-studies

High-Level Features:

USSD Communication

VMS, SPG, and VMG server interactions

Conversations

Unlike the regular 3rd Party Development VVM Application 

is the Prebuilt System Application.

Project Highlights:

This project involves understanding the existing solution of 

Android, identify the gaps w.r.t Verizon specification, and be 

fully compliant with it.

Integration of the CallerID done in the Visual Voicemail 

application.

Contacts Provider which is the storage for the Call log 

database is enhanced to support additional features 

required for Verizon's Spec.

VVM application developed is tightly coupled with the 

Android Telephony Framework, Dialer application, Contacts 

ProviderCapabilities Demonstrated:

IMAP4 communication

System app development and integration

Android customizations

Fax + translation with IMAP

Carrier/Operator full compliance App development

With our strong knowledge, below are the technical capabilities 

demonstrated to the customer:


